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Cas Shuler (left), and Mindy Maltinsky (right), work out on the new weight-lifting equipment in the Nutter Center. Wright State replaced the center's equipment during winter
break.
Photo by Justin Garman
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Quality is our top priority. We have trained and
certified technicians. We are modern and fully
equipped. We handle any insurance claim.
426-9000
1203 N. Fairfield Rd.
Quick return of your car is our goal!

Campus Crime
Arson/ Related offense
May 14: Five parked vehicles with tire damage were
reported in Lot 20.
Larceny/ Theft
May 13: Power tools were
reported stolen outside
the Honors liuilding.
May 16: Theft of personal

property was reported outside Rike Hall.
May 17: Power tools were
reported stolen in Fawcett
Hall.
Traffic

May 15: An individual was
arrested for driving under
the influence in Lot 4.

May 18: An individual was
cited for a hit and run
and failure to stop after
an accident in Lot 12.
May 19: Aggravated
assault with a vehicle, failure to stop after an accident and willful or wanton disregard of safety
was reported in Lot 4.

News Bits
• Film school gets
Kastman Product Grant
Wright State was awarded
an Hast man Product Grant
of S2000 worth of Kodak
motion picture film on May
15 from the Eastman
Kodak Company. "These
types of grants go a long
way for our upper level students who pay for their
own film and processing,"
said Mark Lyons, facilities
equipment manager for
motion picture area theatre
arts. The grant was given
directly to the school to be
used at its discretion and is
in recognition of overall
program quality.

• WSU hosts educators
from Belarus, Ukraine
The Center for Economic
Education, in cooperation
with the federal government's Cooperative Exchange
Program, is hosting two educators from Belarus and
Ukraine this week. Natallia
Shapo and Viktor Chuzhykov
are touring the Dayton
region to see how economics
education is delivered at
high schools. The U.S. program promotes economic
and civil education as critical
to the health and political
stability of emerging democracies.

• Animal welfare bill
passes Senate
State Senator Pa\id
Goodman (R-Bexley)
announced the passage this
week of legislation that will
increase penalties for acts
of cruelty committed
against companion animals.
The bill is now in the House
of Representatives for consideration. Goodman says
Ohio's animal cruelty laws
are considered among the
weakest in the nation, and
this bill fixes this by
increasing possible penalties for animal cruelty from
a misdemeanor to a lowlevel felony.
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Trustees approve *wo-tier tuition plan
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By Ty Swonger
For The Guar. a«
With state fun Jing
diminishing, both 1 ^coming
and returning students face
rising fees and tuition costs
next fall.
Presented to Wright
State administration, faculty,
students and the Board of
Trustees on May 16, the
Fiscal Year 2003 Proposal
utilizes a two-tiered tuition
structure.
Under the new budget,
incoming full-time students
face annual tuition costs and
fees of $5,361, up from
S4.780; almost one-third
stemming from a S200 surcharge for first-time students. Returning full-time
students will be paying
$5,163. This fee structure
would be in place for a period of four years, after which
all students will pay a higher

tuition.
The two-tiered increase,
if approved, will add to this
year's mid-year four percent
increase. Instated in
February, WSU officials
hoped the mid-year addition
would help ward off the twotiered hike, which officials
were shying away from.
However, with reductions in
state funding and rigid
increases from other state
universities, WSU will follow
the trend being set by such
schools as the Ohio State .
University.
"WSU and other universities are not planning further
increases in tuition (next
year] unless further cuts
occur," said President Kim
Goldenberg. "As of today,
the state has not indicated it
will make further cuts.
"The ultimate goal here
is to balance the need and
supply of an excellent uni-

versity
.ffers high
quality et
on at an
affordable pi ice," said
Goldenberg at the Board of
Trustee > meeting. "Strong
higher e lucational funding
requires an improved economy and a long-term commitment from stale government."
The lack in state funding
is not a new occurrence in
Ohio, according to Matthew
Filipic, vice president of
Business and Fiscal Affairs.
With an under educated population, along with under
developed research centers,
the resulting low investment
in higher education is part of
Ohio history.
Low-tech industries such
as the steel mills in the
Cleveland flats and the auto
industries in Akron, have
historically supplied Ohioans
with the option of not seeking out higher education.

Kim Goldenberg (center) WSU president, flanked by two
trustees, discusses next year's budget situation.
Ptioto by Justin Garman
according to Filipic.
Consequently, this
reflects on our current population. In the 2000 census,
Ohio needed 450,000 resi-

dents to participate in college of any sort and roughly
320,000 residents pursuing a
bachelor's degree or more
See "Budget" p. 6
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Staff Writer
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Workers tile the floor in a Millet hallway. Classes will
resume in the building this tall.
p h o t o b y J D Glffln

Millett Hall will re-open
for classes in the fall with a
brand new look. The old,
closed off, dimly lite Millet
will give way to a new, bright
and modern atmosphere.
The construction began
during the 2001 winter quarter and is running slightly
behind schedule due to
weather conditions.
Contractors should be finished within two weeks,
according to Beverly
Denlinger, senior project
manager.
A total of approximately
250 to 260 faculty and staff
will inhabit the building set
to house the Liberal Arts
Departments, Bolinga Black
Cultural Resource Center.
ROTC and the Women's
Center, among many others.
Corey Leftridge, assis-

tant to the director of the
Bolinga Center is excited
about the return of the
Bolinga Center to Millett
Hall, in what he sees as a
more central location.
"It will give us a better
opportunity to connect with
students. All three centers
will be able to feed off one
another and collaborate, and
hopefully attract new students," said Leftridge.
The outside entrance to
Millett has been given a
more interesting design by
architects Levin and Porter,
according to Denlinger.
"We wanted to make it
more lively for the arts by
putting in curves and angles
and opening the building
up," commented Denlinger.
A highlight as students
enter will be a set of two 12foot cone-shaped plastic
sculptures. The seven-layered Lexan plastic art will be

suspended from the ceiling
with stainless steel cables,
with each layer swirling independently in a circular
motion based on the air
movement.
Above the art, the ceiling
will constantly sparkle with
fiber optic lighting.
Student lounges are in
place on each of the four
main floors. "They offer a
good place for students to
just hang out," said
Denlinger.
The fourth floor has
large curtain wall windows
that brighten up the building
and offer a good view of the
campus below.
Many classrooms will
offer new teacher stations
that replace podiums. It
allows teachers more space
and the option to sit or to
stand.
Natural birch stairs lead
See "Millett" p. 6
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Forum debate explodes over "hate mail"
By J a k e Stanley
Staff W r i t e r
A passionate discussion
on race, immigrants and
American ways and traditions began last week on the
i u culty and staff e-mail discussion forum.
The controversy began
with an e-mail titled, "This
says it all," forwarded by
Anne Scudmore, administrative secretary in the biological sciences building. The
message prompted dozens
of responses.
An excerpt from the email reads: "There are a few
things that those who have
recently come to our country, and apparently some
born here, need to understand. This idea of America
being a multicultural com-

munity has served only to
dilute our sovereignty and
our national identi' Vs
Americans we ha*
>
culture, our own s<>.
own language and o
lifestyle... We are hai,,
.
our culture and have no
desire to change, and wo
really don't care how .ou did
things where you cam •
from."
Scudmore said the article was a forward from a
friend in Alabama and was
what she believed to be from
an editorial appearing in a
Tampa newspaper.
"1 shouldn't have sent it.
I'm sorry if it offended other
people," said Scudmore.
The e-mail describes a
politically correct surge in
coalition with the rise of
patriotism since the Sept. 11

terrorist attacks. It begins
with the news of Morida
changing its decision to let a
Muslim woman have her picture on her driver's license
with her face covered.
The e-mail goes on to
state, "Our I'irst Amendment
gives every citizen the right
to express his opinion and
we will allow you every
opportunity to do so. But,
once you're done complaining, whining and griping
about our Hag, our pledge,
our national motto or our
way of life, I highly encourage you to take advantage of
one of the other great
American freedoms, THE
RIGHT TO LEAVE."
Scudmore said she felt
Americans should be able to
fly their flags and it was very
appropriate, and she had

trouble with anyone taking
offense.
"I didn't mean to tell
people to go home, and I'm
not against any nationality. I
was trying to make a statement about the flag, and I
am sorry it caused a disruption within the university,"
said Scudmore.
Martin Maner, professor
of English participated in the
discussion, sharing his experiences both Vietnam and
with racism and hate.
"I feel that the original
piece was definitely hate
mail. It used patriotic
themes to make hatred and
rejection of others sound
like virtues," said Maner.
Maner's discontent with
the discussion and the distortion of his words led him
to remove himself from the

list. "I asked a question
about how one separates
love of one's country from
hatred of others, and the
result was that my words
were distorted and misused
without anyone ever answering m\ question. That's what
made this a depressing experience for me and led me to
drop off the list," said
Maner.
Carol Loranger, associate
professor of English was a
respondent who discovered
no such evidence of the article appearing in a Tampa
newspaper. In an e-mail she
ties it to posts on "various
right-wing racist organization's" websites.
A clear origin is not
known, as the letter is
unsigned.

Students collect pennies, play golffopcharity
By Peter Long
For The Guardian
Continuing a Wright
State tradition, Golden Ke>
International Honour Society
members are helping the
community raise money for
local Ronald McDonald houses. These charities are
designed for families of seriously ill children who are
receiving treatment at nearby hospitals.
The organization started
their work in March with a
penny drive. Since then. 54
offices throughout the WSU
community have donated
more than S300. Golden key
members, including 21 officers, have been collecting
money around campus for
the cause.
"Everyone has been very

generous," said Melissa
Maggart, Golden Key recording secretary. "A lot of
places have turned in bills
and a lot of people are contributing a lot more than
just change in their pockets.."
As an incentive. Golden
key is offering a pizza parly
to the office that raises the
most money. A dessert
party will go to the office
with the most creative penny
container. The winners will
be announced by June 3.
The organization capped
off the penny drive this past
weekend with a miniature
golf tournament at
Adventure Golf North. More
than $500 in prizes were
awarded with all entry fees
going towards the Ronald
McDonald House. This is at

least the fifth year for the
tournament, according to
Maggart. It started off as a
fun way to get more people
involved with the fundraiser.
"It's really easy to get a lot
of people involved," she
added. "We decided to do
the same project every year
because it works."
In the past, the organization, along with the help
of the campus community,
has raised more than
S5,200. "Every year we
increase our numbers in
terms of money raised. It's
so easy to participate and
get other people involved,
and it's not just for Golden
Key, it's for the entire community," said Maggart.

Want to do something with your Tuesday n i g h t s
besides watching The Osfcorns?
The G u a r d i a n i s h i r i n g f o r t h e 2002-2005 s c h o o l y e a r

Golden Key members prepare to putt at their annual
fundraisina golf tournament.
Photo by Justin Garman

W r i t e r s (News, S p o r t s and F e a t u r e s ) ,
Copy E d i t o r s
and
A s s i s t a n t P r o d u c t i o n Manager
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Nutter Center finances see tough year
By Dan Brock
Staff Writer
As Wright Slate works
to pay off the construction
of the vin J. Nutter Center
more ihan a decade ago, the
economit s of the region and
politics c I" the world have
made the endeavor tough.
This year's estimated
revenue for the Nutter
Center is S3.400.767 and
budgeted expenses are
S3.686.705, including an
allocated amount of
S698.590 for overhead
expenses. In addition to the
aforementioned expenses,
there is S232.063 paid out
for debt service.
These numbers indicate
that this year's Nutter
Center revenue will fall short
of expenses by S518,000.
According to Matthew Filipic,
vice president of Business
and Fiscal Affairs, the Nutter
Center has alternate ways of
making up for lost money.
"The Nutter Center covers all
of its direct costs but only a
portion of the assigned overhead allocation. Arguably,
some of the overhead is cov ered in other ways since university events are charged
lower rates than commercial
events," said Filipic.
Although the Nutter
Center's direct competition
has grown in recent years,
due to nearby facilities like
Ohio State University's
Schottenstcin Center and the

Nationwide Arena, it has
remained one of the top
facilities of its size for boc
ings with approximately 18<>
events a year.
There has been a sharp
decline in concert tours lately, but Nutter Center officials have found ways to
weather the storm. "We
noticed a trend in declining
concert tours five years ago,
and we have been very successful in diversifying our
event mix to compensate,"
said John Siehl, executive
director of the Nutter
Center.
According to Filipic,
America's economic dow nturn after Sept. 11 has made
it harder for the Nutter
Center to book concerts.
"Fortunately, steps had
already been taken to
improve the profitability of
the center, principally
through a new food service
contract. We think those
steps, along with job abolishments, have offset most
of the losses from the
decline in the concert business," said Filipic.
Nutter Center administrators are increasing their
efforts to strengthen their
bond with WSU. The concentration has been on encouraging more student attendance at commercial events,
according to Filipic.
Many students feel that
the Nutter Center would garner more of their attendance

if events appealed more to
'heir age group. "It's nice to
an arena in such close
mity, but there doesn't
to be many concerts
ippeal to the collegeagt ludience," said WSU student Bradford Lund.
"As the campus becomes
more residential, I think
more students will attend
events and use our facilities.
The concert business will
continue to be affected by
national trends, but I would
hope that we would continue
to be as successful as we
have been in the past in
competing with other centers of similar size for these
events,'' said Filipic.

£=&

A student browses ticket prices at the Nutter Center.
The arena is working in a half-million dollar deficit until
the building debt is paid off.
Photo by Justin Garman
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"Budget" continued

Who. What. When. Where. Wow

just to equal I ho national
average.
" I'hese arc enormous
numbers and bode very ill
for-the slate," said Filipic.
He added that Ohio has
three of the <0 highest metropolitan areas in the country, in terms of population;
none of which have higher
education programs that run
congruent with high-tech
industries.
The void created by this
year's $12 million reduction
for next year's budget will
now be up to students to
fill. This is the result of the

The Guardian

recent trends set by (Instate funding inefficiencies,
according to Flipic.
Last year, a state conference committee began to
divert money that would
otherwise be received by
universities and other higher
education facilities to other
state funded programs. WSIJ
receives 11 percent of the
state funding, which was cut
by 54 percent, putting current funding below the 1988
levels.
"Student tuition is subsidized," said Filipic. "When
the state doesn't pay, the
students do."

s u r e , you c a n q u i t ,
or s t i c k a r o u n d a n d

[ l e ahowr n
]
not to*

In Army ROTC, you'll develop skills you can use in the
real wurld - Ihmking or» your tent, staying tonused under
pressure, taking cha?gc. Give it u sbol. Visit tttc Army ROTC
department.

We'll stick around for you.

Dean Dato installs fiber optic 5 in Millet cieling panels for
a shimmering lighting effect.
Photo by J.D. Giffin
"Millett" continued

HEAVY DUTY
BATTERY
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to the basement that will behome to eight new computer
classrooms as well as a
CATS help desk, Teamsters
and AAUP.
Heating and air systems
were 'v-structured carefully.
They had to be staged,
according to Denlinger,
because Oelman, Fawcett,
Allyn, Brehm and Millett are
all controlled under the
same heating and cooling
systems.
This week, safety inspections will be administered to
check all emergency generators and the lighting system.
The total cost of the
rehabilitation is about SI4.7
million, including the architect fee, furniture, computers and other amenities. This
is below the estimated budget of S16 million.
Approximately S10 to SI 1
million was spent on construction. The budget comes
from both state and local
funding.

As part of the state-mandated One Percent for the
Art program, a new fixture
will be constructed between
the buildings of Allyn and
Rike. Colored concrete will
be installed this summer.
Millett also has a new
back entrance made of chatsawn limestone that is similar to the main entrance but
not as elaborate, according
to Denlinger. A newly lit
sidewalk will extend from
Lot 11, past the backside of
Millett and up the hillside
past the Television Center.
The two old wings of
Allyn leading to Millett will
be re-constructed sometime
in the fall to complete the
total project.
"It's a beautiful new
building. I think everyone
will be happy with it. Those
that have seen it are really
excited," commented Sue
Sarner, administrative coordinator from the College of
Liberal Arts.
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Deborah Arlene Bell
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Jaime Kirsten Lee

Nicole A. Ford

Robin E. Lindley

Ashley Elizabeth Foster

Michael Edmund Linger

Jon William Carroll
Jason Thomas Franks
Catherine J. Gade
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Rebekkah Sutton
John Wesley Taylor IV
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Heather Michelle
Thompson
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want son of a working man
Column by
Don Bruce,
Opinions
Editor

And I'm not trying to
say I was abused because
that word is tossed around
too much these days.
And to hear them spit it
on the news, we are all abusing someone.
But maybe it's not abuse
I was a fat little kid.
so much as the lack of real
Not fat so that peolove that holds us back and
ple would point and
reminds us with quiet words
stare, but fat enough to
that each of us are no one
know that 1 didn't look
of consequence.
a thing like the boys on
And it really is a shame
TV or in the movies
that I sec so much of that
because my rotund lil*
frightened little ignorant
baby fat belly was
boy that used to parade in
already shading my
my skin wrapped up in stushoes.
dents who have paid their
But without anyone
nickel and now expect sometelling me, I knew I was
thing for their money.
inferior because the TV
But they don't even
showed me so.
know what to expect,
And even before
because
let's face it, it's
words like capitalism
hard to learn to respect
and institutionalism
some teacher when Eminem
crept into my tinymakes millions for threatenmouth, I knew that they
ing to kill his wife.
would never be my size.
And that isn't even bad,
But I tried them all
though elitists will preach
and they were always
the gospel of censorship
extra-large or small or
even though they're normalwrapped up in packages
ly the one's with the placthat required more than
ards on the corner screaman ignorant son of a
ing free speech.
working man could ever
So what are we to do
afford.
when no one can really give
So I was predesyou a reason for school or
tined to failure, or so
working your ass off for a
granny would whisper
when 1 was deposited at pension that will never come
but still egg you on and take
her house for the yearly
your money and tell you
two weeks of parental
how well you're doing?
escapism.
When what we should
And if it wasn't
be saying is don't waste
granny, it was Uncle
your
life chasing the tall
Kirby with his fly swattales that parade as societal
ter on the front porch
values in America, because
daring me to move and
everyone cheats and lies and
granting his nightly title
fools around on their
of "fuck-up."
spouse.
And even when he
And we act like it's just
sent me upstairs to
the movies or music and
bring down some of his
wag our wrinkled finger as if
Playboys, he only did it
we're not whores like the
to torture me with tales
rest of them, when all we
of parents told and then
really want is to be on the
tan my hide with his
cover of Vibe with our caps
cracked leather belt.

on backwards and bitches
hanging from our arms.
But just like burgers at
McDonald's that are injected
with chemicals to add taste,
it's hard to get real flavor
from some processed,
industrialized shit.

But no one notices
because we're all focused on
the important things like
getting our drink on and
diggin' into someone's
pants, and we never consider what we're really missing.
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Letters to the E

No leap in tin* darknessF##k this S##t!!
I am writing in response
to the letter in the May 15
issue entitled, "Round the
loop: lot 20 shuttle."
Since I'm a commuter
student, I honestly have no
idea what it's like to park in
lot 20.
I am in no way attacking
the letter writer's opinions or
experiences where that is
concerned. I also have no
doubt that she is genuinely
scared of having to "sit in
the dark then walk through
woods to get to my dorm
building."
But I have a HUGE prob
lem with the statement:
"I know it is hard for
some people to understand
why it is scary to walk alone
or to be alone in a dark parking lot, but for a woman, it
is.
Men do not have this
fear as much as women,
because they are usually not
\ictims of crimes such as
rape. Men probably do not

even feel thri <tened walking
alone or being in a dark
parking lot."
Let's not make this a
gender issue. Not all women

have this fear. In fac t, I am a
woman, and I am in no way
afraid of walking alone, even
in the dark, anywhere in this
area—in most areas, in fact.
A lot of other people

Does anyone else find it
sional and use appropriate
lame that the school newspacandor for that type of readper has to be censored?
er.
I mean college is all
This is a COLLEGE paper,
about independence and not
and therefore it should
having mom and dad look
reflect the college atmosphere.
over your shoulder.
Yet a COLLEGE newspaCussing is becoming a
per is forced to cover up
regular part of conversation.
cuss words.
Cuss words aren't nearly as
Get a frigging
powerful as they used to be.
life. It's not like
• •
,
Maybe if this
we can't figure out
m y s e l f were 20 years ago
what the words are c u s s l n 9 like a
a cuss word
anyway.
s a i l o r w h i l e I'm in would bring an
This isn't high c , a s s t a l k i n g t o
entire classroom
school, if a college
p r o f e s s o r , a n d to silence.
the
ust sh
student sees the
V J
°°*
But now I
word "shit" in an
back at m e .
find myself
article, I seriously doubt they
* cussing like a
arc going to file a complaint
sailor while I'm in
or tell their parents.
class talking to my profesFor Christ sake, I doubt
sor, and they just shoot it
back at me.
that there are many students
who don't cuss to begin with.
There is more cussing on
TV with shows like " The
It's almost like censoring
Simpsons" and "NYPD Blue"
the paper is an effort to
patronize the writer.
then there is in this paper,
This isn't USA Today,
and those shows have to be
Rachel Fazio,
approved
for a bigger variety
which is read mainly by
Junior,
of an audience.
adults.
It
has
to
look
profesBiology/Psychology
Society- is changing,
baby, so all of this conservatism shit should get a haircut, slide on a pair of boot
cut jeans and fucking chill
out.
If anything, a COLLEGE
paper should be far more liberal and hip then any other
form of journalism.
program options.
the program fees in revenue
Miami University offers
for the UCIE.
Britt Joseph,
programs to 130 different
It is too late to help in
Junior,
campuses.
my case, but I hope that
Social Science
The University of Dayton
someone will step up and see
Education
states on its web page.
the need to diversify our
"Sludents who are interested
study abroad options like
Last chance this
in studying abroad through a
every other major university.
year!!
program not listed on this
So say something. The
website are welcome to do
next person in my shoes
Send your letters to:
so."
might someday be you.
So I have decided to go it
alone without my financial
aid because this is a siep
guardianoped
that I need to take.
The program that I have
@
found is expensive, but WSU
could affiliate with it, at no
Michael Andrews,
expense to the university,
Senior,
actually making 2 percent of
History
hotmail.com
(possibly non-women!) also
have the same fear you have.
Have you ever thought
about what it may be like for
a physically diminutive man?
What about people who
are minorities?
What about the GLBT
community? I'm sure some
of them have the same fears
you do. Don't make ail
women sound timid, weak,
fearful and helpless just
because you've had a bad
experience.
Just being a woman
does not necessarily predispose you to being a victim of
crime: one should keep in
mind that it can happen to
anyone.

Wright State: No study for you

Student seff-flnances study abroad after WSU declines to assist
As we have crossed the
boundary into the 21st century, we have become even
more of a global community.
International students
find their home at WSU, and
many WSU students seek to
study abroad.
I am one such student.
Because our language
department offers fewer
modern languages than most
high schools, if a student
wants to learn a language
other than the big three
(French, German, Spanish)
one must go elsewhere.
So that is what I did.
After an amazing summ e r at Middlcbury A l l e g e • • •

studying Russian, I thought,
"Maybe now I can study
abroad in Russia."
I went to the University
Center for International
Education (UCIE) expecting to
find a number of different
programs from which to
choose, but this was not so.
The UCIE staff and the
Office of Financial Aid told
me thai WSU could not help
a student who did not
choose one of the 14 countries offered through the
University Studies Abroad
Consortium, and Russia was
not on the list.
Other universities offer
•iKinaiw as-five diffrpen*

I
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gest tanning salon
Daylon- East Salon
152 Woodman Or,
(Airway Shopping C enter)

Dayton- South Salon
5730 Springboro Pk.
(Alex Bell Plaza)

258-9530

299-1225

www.aplacetotan.com
Keep Your
Spring Break Tan

4 sessions
Dayton's
Largest Tanning Salon

Expires 6/7/02

'•
Let the Lake? Campus help you maximize your
summer
At the Lake Campus, you can.
Pick up Geo Eds oi Prereqs, transfer (hem back to
yc-df school, and be an easy street in the Fail? Get in a year s
vt-orth of college level Spanish in one summer! Or, lake our
Canoeing class and tell your irie*ids that you spent the
summer on the lake'
Call 1-800-237-1477 lor our short application"
registration form. Wrrte or. Lie application that you are
jpplysng in response to this ad. and we'll wave yenn application
fee* Currant tuition is St 10 per credt! hour.

Alive!!!

for $12.00

LAM CAMt'l s this Summer!

SvfnrsrTerms "A" and "C wwjin June 10, U' IMITO Cegns July t5.

Welcome to...
I
Dayton's
J
Largest Tanning Salon,

WRIGHT STA! t I A I M I O I I V L.AKE C . ^ i r t i

"fifiO State Route 783
Ccltna. OKB 45822-295*

WRIGHT STATfc.
UMVERSTTT

—AVOID WAITING I> LINE—
O R D E R Y O U R l'ARivINti 1»ERMIT T H R O U G H
RAIl)Kli EXPRESS
C A T J . l i A I D K l i K X l ' U l - S S A T (JKJT) 7T.--MOO
C H O O S E O P T I O N i>, T H E R A I D K H lCXPRKSS V O I C E W I L L
GUIDE v o l ' TIIROrGII THE
PAKRIXC; P E R M I T VPPLK A T I O M
!5E S U R E T O W A I T U N T I L . V O I R O R D E R I S C O N F I R M E D
HE F O R E H A N G I N G I P .
Y O U R P A R K I N G P E R M I T W I L L HE S E N T T O v o l HY M A I L !

Y O U C H O O S E , W A I T IN L I N E O R
M A K E A T E L E P H O N E CALL!!!
PARKINS AND TRANSPORTATION El38 STUDENT UNION, (937) 775-5690,
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 8:30 AM- 5 PM
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Star War, attle continues on screen

By Krystle Barger
Staff Writer

help and maintain order,
they are not soldiers and do
not wish to become involve I
in a war of such magnitude
Star Wars: Episode II
With war seemingly
Attack of the Clones places
inevitable, Supreme
the audience in the midst of
Chancellor Falpatine, contingreat unrest in the Republic
and retraces themes present- uing his consolidation of
power, acts much like a diced in the original 1977
tator—much to the disaprelease.
Since the 1977 release of pointment of the Jedi
Council.
Star Wars, hundreds of milAmid the chaos and
lions of people, derived from
drama, the heroes of Episode
two generations, have
I,
Obi-Wan
Kenobi, Padme
embraced George Lucas" epic
Amidala and Anakin
saga of timeless creativity
Skywalker, return to continand originality.
ue the saga. Anakin, skillfulThe latest chapter in the
ly portrayed by Harden
saga, Star Wars: Episode II
Attack of the Clones, is set 10 Christensen, has grown into
years after the chaotic events a successful Jedi apprentice
of Obi-Wan, played by Ewan
of Episode I: The Phantom
Menace. The chaos that sur- McGregor, who himself has
slowly grown from apprenrounded the Republic in the
first chapter sets the tone for tice to mentor.
Through Anakin's sucthe political unrest felt durcess, the audience can begin
ing the most recent chapter.
to sense his arrogance and
A movement that is
self-centeredness. Padme,
entirely separatist has
portrayed by Natalie
encompassed hundreds of
planets and swayed the opin- Portman, has grown into a
distinguished
senator.
ions of many. The alliance
Anakin and Obi-Wan are
between the planets has
assigned to protect Padme.
become stronger, weakening
the former Queen of Naboo,
the Republic and making
who is targeted for assassipeace much harder to obtain
nation. Obi-Wan finds trouby the Jedi alone. Although
ble trusting because of her
the Jedi are there to offer
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Anakin Skywalker and Padme Amidala fall in love during Star Wars: Episode II.
title.
Obi-Wan is called away
to solve the mystery behind
the threat on Padme's life.
During his journey, he
encounters a bounty hunter
whose character leads the
audience to believe that
there is more to the story
than what meets the eye.
With Obi-Wan away,
Anakin is left to guard
Padme. The two become torn
between their powerful
sense of duty and their love

for one another.
Although the original
Star Wars Trilogy featured
groundbreaking technical
and digital effects, the most
recent addition creates a
sense of futuristic worlds
through improved editing
techniques. The film offers
dramatic effects through the
use of a 24-frame camera.
The film is the second in
a series, and it ends abruptly
with many questions left on
audiences minds. There is a

sense of disorder, and the
ending is a disappointment
in comparison with the rest
of the movie.
Although the ending
seems less than stellar, the
movie as a whole proved to
uphold the quality expected
from Lucas and the original
films themselves.
Star Wars; Episode II
Attack of the Clones is an
excellent film and a vital
piece of the story of Star
Wars.

Him professor to receive award for faculty excellence
By Krystle Barger
Staff Writer

WSU film professor
Charles Derry, Ph.D.

Teachers and professors
often achieve ama/.ing things
with students and colleagues
but are rarely recognized for
it. Charles Derry, Ph.D., professor of theater arts and
coordinator of the motion
pictures program at WSU,
has always had high standards for both himself and
his students and is now
receiving attention for his
accomplishments.
Derry will receive the
Trustees' Award for Faculty

Excellence during Wright
State's spring commencement ceremonies on
Saturday, June 8.
Derry has been a part of
the Wright State faculty
since 1978. He teaches classes in film history and criticism, screenwriting and
directing. He has helped the
motion pictures program
grow and excel from two faculty members and twentymajors in 1978 to six faculty
and more than 100 majors
today. In addition to his
impressive teaching abilities
and ability to see eye-to-eye
with students, he has made a

few noteworthy accomplishments outside of the classroom.
Derry is the author of
several books on film,
including the recently republished The Suspense Thriller:
Films in the Shadow of Alfred
Hitchcock. Other books by
Derry include Dark Dreams:
A Psychological History of
the Modern Horror Film and
The Film Book Bibliography
1940-1975. Derry's other
interests include French film,
Dopular culture, women's
studies and American filmmakers.
A prose version of

Derry's "Ten Memories of My
Mother, in the Order 1 Think
of Them" was nominated for
the Pushcart Prize. The theatrical version of the work
was a finalist for the
Heideman Award and was
produced in both New York
City and Los Angeles.
More important than the
awards are the personal benefits Derry receives. He
works with students at WSU
because he enjoys it. He has
an impressive list of books
and films under his belt and
continues to improve and
reinvent himself. What will
he do next?
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Him explores Judaism and homosexuality
By Lori Anne Agricola
Staff Writer
Sandi Simcha DuBowski
has created a film that is
unprecedented in its explo-

ration of faith, sexuality and
religious '
—ntalism.
Tremhlin•
d is a
feature dot .>•
portraying a w
of people within the
i coin-

House
Manager's Open
Of
12noon-3pm. Saturday

• Spacious 2-bedroom apartments
• Minutes from WSU and WPAFB
• St 99 deposit
• Ccntcral air
• Balconies & patios
• Swimming pool
• tjsindr? rjcmr.

Ftenn itGarden
A P A *

l

SJ U N

!

i

937.253.5934

munily, including the world's
firsl openly gay Orthodox
rabbi and Orthodox lesbian
high school sweat hearts.
Trembling Before (•'-</
explores their rejection, line
and the struggles of people
who are trying to reconcile
their love of Judaism and the
Divine with the strict prohibition on homosexuality by
their religion. The film interviews many people within
this faith and documents
their experiences.
Trembling Before Oil
has received multiple
awards, including The Teddy
Award for Best Documentary
at the Berlin Film Festival,
The Mayor's Prize for the
Jewish Experience at the
Jerusalem Film Festival and
The Grand Jury Prize for
Best Documentary at OUTFEST in Los Angeles.
The film is no** showing
ai I b f V w o Wmres. I » Easi

Trembling Before G-d: Mark in Jerusalem.
Fifth St. outside of Dayton's
historic Oregon District.
There will be a benefit
screening of the film at 7
PLSH. o a T h a t s d s t . M a y 2 1

www.tHeguardianonline.com

The SI!» dollars for the benefit screening includes the
film, a panel discussion and
i reception- For more inform a n t . call *9371222-7*9.
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{fine art}

Diverse senior art on display in CAC

By Krystle Barger
Staff Writer

Sorrell has an unusual piece
displayed: a quilt spread
carefully over a bed. Wl.
receipts comprise the fab.
Twenty-five seniors go
of the quilt and are trinm
out vith a bang as they diswith blue. Her work is ridpl , iiu'ir artistic and credled with subtle social comative endeavors at the 2002
Wrigb ( State Senior Art Show. mentary.
All of the students cho
An artist that represents
sen to participate in the
many of the talented artists
exhibition feature at least
at the show is Doug Ivey.
one work of art. All of the
One of his works, Still Life
with Chicken II, features his works of art are excellent
pieces that showcase the culdynamic use of color.
Although the piece is dark, it mination of four years of
study.
conveys much emotion.
Participants include
In addition, artist Mindy

{literati}

Stacey Bidlack, Michael
Brodner, l andon Crowell,
hris Dolan, Jeff Elkins, Julie
mlich, Marci Faudree,
•phanie Geisl and Sarah
eggerson.
Other participants
include Donivan Hahn, Doug
Ivey, Angela Masters,
Johanna McConnell, Michael
McLain. Kermith Morton.
Mandy Parker, Kathryn
Pitstick, Jodie Shellabarger,
Heather Skinner, Nathaniel
Smyth, Mindi Sorrell,
Veronica Stevens, Beck
Tsaloff, Joe Vollman and

Jenny Weimer.
The students' work will
be on display work through
Sunday, June 9, in the
University Art Galleries in

The Guardian will release its
"Best/Worst of the WSU
Campus and the Dayton Area"
issue on Wednesday, May 29.
Pick up ballots outside of W016
Student Union this week.

FaHed Seeker debut a success

Bruce, who performed pieces to make a few changes for
next month's show. "We're
on family loss, Mike Fowler,
moving to Sundays, and
who performed a piece
we're going to start a little
about a surfing psychiatrist,
The music and poetry
earlier next time," he said.
Teddy Taylor, who covered
extravaganza at Jags last
With a few small kinks
September 11, 2001 from an
Saturday night, which celeworked out, this monthly
African American perspecbrated the debut of Failed
extravaganza promises to be
Seeker, was a success. Failed tive, and Furaha Henry and
a huge success in Dayton.
Seeker is an underground lit- John Booth, both local slam
For more info on Failed
poets. Poetry at the event
erary magazine put together
Seeker, contact Robert
ranged from free verse and
by Robert Hernandez. It feaHernandez at failedseeker<&
prose pieces to classic
tures primarily poetry but
killtheclown.com.
rhyming poetry.
includes many writing styles
The next Failed Seeker
Hernandez was very
and also features artwork.
extravaganza will take place
pleased with the way things
The show, organized by
Hernandez, got off to a rocky turned out. "Everything went on Father's Day, Sunday,
June 16, at Jags Night Club
pretty well. The performers
start with some time set
in Kettering.
did well and seemed to
aside for open mic poetryJags is located at 1227
enjoy themselves," he said.
reading. Unfortunately, this
Wilmington Pike. For more
"Everyone seemed to have a
was a last minute decision
information,
call (937) 294lot of fun."
and was not advertised, so
0713.
Hernandez is planning
there weren't many people
prepared to read. The show
was also scheduled a bit
early for a Saturday night in
Dayton, so it took a while for
a decent crowd to gather.
Things did eventually
start coming together. The
band Once-ler played after
the open mic set, and it was
apparent why Hernandez is
such a big fan. Once-ler is a
rock band with a heavy
jazz/blues influence. A couCivic EX Coupe EM2292MW
ple members of the band
Call about White Allen Honda's College Grad
found each other at Wright
Program on New & Used.
State, however, they are currently looking for a vocalist.
Once-ler was followed by
readings from scheduled
500 N. Main
2 blks South Off.
poets, more music, and then
Dayton Ohio
I- 75 Exit 10
more poets. Poets included
www.white-allen.com
Guardian Opinion Editor Don

By Lori Anne Agricola
Staff Writer

the Creative Arts Center.
Admission is free and open
to the public. This will be the
seniors' final exhibition.

COLLEGE DAYS
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Congratulations to the
Wright State University graduates!
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{groove}

1 Dark Gothic metal music an Earshot' away
By Lori Anne
Agricola
Staff W r i t e r
Earshot
recently released
their debut
album, Letting
Co. The band has
a sound that
blends hard
metal music with
smooth vocals
and dark got hie
tones.
"A lot of the
songs are about
relationships,"
said Wil Martin,
vocalist and guitarist, in a press
release, "or about

Auto-Tech

" C m i f k t e Auto Repair"
WOO DAYTON RD. (KT. 444)
il MRIIASTOf

<3£>
A
Wf

having a day where nothing
seems to go right, but the
album as a whole is about
getting past that. It's about
letting go, and believing that
everything happens for a
reason."
The band members came
together in Los Angeles in
1!)!)!). Guitarist Mike
Callahan made the trek from
Ohio and joined drummer
Dieter Hartmann (from
Austria), guitarist Scott
Kohler (from France) and
Martin (from Kansas).
Perhaps the international influence has a lot to do
with the unique Hair that the
band demonstrates.
"We wanted to be a
heavy rock band, but take it

a step further," said
Callahan in a press release,
"make it more melodic and
stylistically diverse."
The lyrics are typical of
this type of music.
"I struggled with this
pain inside, but it was too
strong/ You looked so catatonic, I knew it was wrong/
Destructive, tainted, heated
words scraped off your
tongue/ singing wholly sinful
song."
Earshot's Letting Go features electronics that are
reminiscent of the European
electronic scene.
These musicians have
definitely found their niche.
Buy this album at your nearest record store right away.

{culture} Renowned female aviatop to speak
By Krystle Barger
Staff Writer
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Women are breaking
down barriers and entering
male dominated fields all the
time, however, most haven't
been doing it since the mid1940s. Jean K. Tinsley has
broken the mold as a female
aviator. She began her career
during the 1940s in the San
Francisco area as a contributor to the rotorcraft community. Since then, she has
been a pilot, teacher, competitor, representative and
speaker. Tinsley will headline the 23rd annual WSU
Friends of the Libraries'
Luncheon.
Licensed to fly fixedwing aircraft, rotorcraft, balloons and gyroplanes,
Tinsley's accolades include
founding the Helicopter Club
of America and joining five
other pilots in the first U.S.
team to compete in the
World Helicopter
Championships in 1973. She
received the prestigious
Elder Statesmen of Aviation
award from the National
Aeronautic Association in
1996.
Currently, she maintains
the title of President of the
Helicopter Club of America.
She is also a U.S. Delegate to

Jean Tinsley
the Internati >nal Rotorcraft
Commission and Executiv e
Director for Whirly Girls
International (International
Women Helicopter Pilots).
The goals of Whirly-Girls
include promoting helicopter
aviation, encouraging safety
and the advancement of
women in helicopter aviation.
The Whirly-Girls sponsor
two annual flight scholarships to encourage further
training of women in the helicopter field and have a continuing program to encourage the establishment of
hospital heliports. Todayfemale helicopter pilots
number 781 in 25 countries.
Tinsley has helped break
down many gender barriers' *

and is far from finished. She
is on a mission to achieve
equality between men and
women aviators.
Proceeds from the luncheon during which Tinsley will
speak will benefit the Friends
of the Libraries, a non-profit
organization that supports
the Wright State University
Libraries in their goals of
providing services to the
campus and communities.
To reserve a seat, call
775-2381. The luncheon take
place on Thursday, May 23,
from noon until 1:30 p.m. in
the Ervin J. Nutter Center
Berry Room.
The cost for the luncheon is SI5 for Friends members and S17 for non-membefs.
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Wright State's Sports Source.
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Overtime: Two
strikes and
MLB is out

There is
a new possibility, for
'the second
time in less than 10 years,
that Major League Baseball
|MLB] will strike. The players' union and the owners'
association are showing
signs of increased difficulty
in negotiations.
MLB has seen significantly decreased attendance
numbers since their last
strike in 1993 ended the
season. Many fans who earn
meager incomes decided
that they no longer wanted
to support a bunch of bickering millionaires wanting
more money from billionaires.
Another strike may finish MLB. It could lead to a
downsizing of the league
and essentially the loss of
"jobs" for these pro players.
Not only will I forever quit
watching MLB, it is likely
that majority of other fans
will as well.
I have a difficult time
seeing where the players are
coming from in these arguments. I don't think they
are slaves, as they would
have you believe. They are
just wanting S22.1 million
instead of S21.95 million
and that is about it. You can
sign me up any day to play
one of the most monotonous sports in the world
(send your complaints to
guardianoped<®hotmail.com
) for a cool one million dollars.
If the players strike
again this season, they will
be out for me. Not one of
my dollars will go towards
See "MLB" p. 16

Raiders & final split before league
the
.if another home run
by Links.
After losing 6-3 to Miami
University, WSU traveled up
The Wright State baseto Cleveland for the final
ball team ended their regular
stretch of their season. The
season against Cleveland
Raiders played an impressive
State. WSU split the weekend
series. In the first game of
series 2-2 to finish the seathe series, the Raiders had
son sixth in the Horizon
trouble getting the bats
League Conference.
swinging. They got only two
The Raiders started their
runs off of five hits against
week off at home on
one of the top pitchers in
Tuesday with a double headthe league. The Vikings on
er against Eastern Kentucky
the other hand, had no trouUniversity. In the first game,
ble, scoring eight runs tin
junioi pitcher Nathan Kopp,
seven hits.
along with the Raider
WSU exploded in game
defense, shut out Eastern
2, scoring five runs in the
Kentucky lor a 3-0 win.
third
on their way to a 16-4
In the second game, the
Raiders beat out EKU in extra win. On the mound for the
Raiders, junior Nathan Kopp
innings. The Raiders were
picked up the win allowing
behind early 7-1 in the top of
four runs on eight hits in his
the third when they mu five innings of work.
tered up some offense. A
The second game was a
sacrifice fly by senior Nick
little more evenly matched,
Shields brought junior Kofi
but the Raiders still came
Gyimah home. Then, senior
out ahead 9-5. Braden
first baseman Lance Links
pitched a complete game givstepped to the plate and hit
ing up five runs on ten hits
his eleventh homer of the
while striking out eight. The
season. The Raiders would
tie the game in the fifth, with
See "Baseball" p. 18

Freshman Matt Crawford delivers the heat. The
Raiders had a full week of games, preparing them
for the upcoming Horizon League Tournament.

College basketball at crossroads
Over 50,000 spectators
packed the Georgia Dome
for the 2002 NCAA men's
Final Four. Almost 500,000
people attended this year's
NCAA tournament overall.
During March, it's hard to
find anyone who doesn't fill
out an NCAA tournament
bracket to test his or her
"basketball knowledge."
With these numbers,
"meaningless" is not the
word to describe college
basketball. However, some
of the people who have been
around the game the longest
feel that college basketball
is at a crossroads- One road,

will lead to prosperity. The
other, to a state of meaninglessness.
"If this continues, the
college game collapses," said
Howard Garfinkle, referring
to the new trend of high
school seniors choosing to
skip college and jump to the
NBA. "College basketball
will end up like college baseball."
Garfinkle, the co-founder
of the Five-Star Basketball
Camp, has been involved
with college basketball for
over four decades and he is
discouraged by what he sees
today.
"The NCAA Final, which
was awful, was a perfect
example of what's happen-

ing," said Garfinkle. "The
last true NCAA Final was
1986, Duke versus Louisville.
Great game."
Every high school player
who bypasses college on his
way to the NBA takes away
from college basketball. The
trickle down effect applies
not only to college athletes,
but also to high school athletes. Many kids who are
Division I players today
would not be Division I players 10 to 15 years ago.
Therefore, all the players
move up a level. Yesterday's
Division III players are
today's Division II players.
Yesterday's Division II players are today's Division I
players and so on.

The positive is that
more players are getting a
chance to play college ball.
The negative is that th< level
of play is diluted.
However, kids jumping
to the N.BA isn't the only
problem. The summer tournament recruiting process
and the media exposure to
young players are two
aspects that have affected
the game within the last few
years.
"In the 17 years which
I've coached, I've seen dramatic changes," said Will
Rey, head assistant coach at
Wright State University and
former head coach at Loyola
University of Chicago. "The
See "X-Roads" p. 16
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"MLB" continued

'X-Roads" continued

paying their salaries ever
again. 1 would encourage I he
owners to just cut the next
group of professionals anil
move the minor league players up. We wouldn't even
notice a difference. It is my
opinion thai it will be the
nail ir he coffin for MLB.

changes center on
men! and the exposure the
game gets today. There art
some positives, but in a
sense, it's hurting the gatr
Changes in the NCAA
rules for recruitment now
have the college coaches

directly contacting high
school juniors. Without
drastic changes in today's
model. Key tears future
recruiters will be reaching
even deeper into high

•>ols.

Sooner or later colleges
" he allowed to contact
gamen and sophomores

be' T ciM" W1 *^h Mb Vame
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in high school Kids that age
shouldn't worry about college recruiting they should
worry about being kills and
high school student-athletes," said Rev.
The media exposure
widens every y ear to cover
more anil more players,
which happen to get younger
anil younger. Lebro:i James
is rapidly becoming a household name, (iarfinkle
ilesi ribes the high school
junior as, "maybe the best
high school play er 1'v e ever
seen." O.J. Mayo could be the
next over-exposed star. The
rising eighth grader play ing
on the varsity high school
team in northern Kentucky
already has a website dedicated to him.
Too much exposure for
young players has been a
target of criticism in basketball for years now, but it i
only growing. It may draw
more fans and TV viewers,
but can teenagers really handle being celebrities? Rey
gives his feelings on the
topic by referring to an old
say ing: "It's the name on the
front of the jersey that matters, not the one on theback."
The summer basketball
circuit has been criticized
over and over, but it remains
almost untouchable. "They
can't do away with AAU. All
they can try
do is make it
difficult for the coaches so
attend." said Garfinkle.
"Before all the AAl! business,
tFive-Star) would get about
{IKK130 coaches to evaluate
campers. Now we get about
100 I 50."
But who really is to
blame/ Can anyone blame
the kills for taking multi-million dollar contracts? And
what is the players' perspective'-' "II I'm 18-years-old,
and someone offers me
million to play basketball,
I'm taking it." saiil one col-

lege play er. "College basketball becomes four years of
me trying to stay away from
injuries. After I sign the contract, I can always afford to
come back to school."
(iarfinkle places the
responsibility on the NBA.
"It's up to the NBA and
the Players' Association to
limit the lime when a player
can come out." said
(iarfinkle. "II I were Ihe czar
of basketball. I would eliminate freshmen eligibility and
only allow players to come
out after their class is of junior standing in college."
Key suggests a minor
league system similar to pro
baseball for those players
who feel college isn't for
I hem. "The baseball model
makes perfect sense to me,"
said Rey. "1 don't think (college basketball | would lose
any more talent than we
already are. It's worth
exploring the possibilities. A
minor league wouldn't hurt
the game. 1 think it would
help the game," said Rey.
Rey pointed out thai
many of today's play ers are
just using college in order to
increase their stock for the
draft. "College isn't for
every one," said Rey , who
would like to see an alternative for these kids. Rey mentioned that a minor league
could improve graduation
rates and still not take away
loo much of ihe talent. The
NBA Dev elopment League
could end up being an alternative, but the new league
still needs to evolve into an
option for someone who
doesn't want to attend college.
Today , college basketball
is any thing but meaningless,
it offers higher education to
some kids that would otherwise never even v isit a college campus. Incitement,

See 'X-Roads p.17
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Strike dale coming into sight
By Phil Rogers
Chicago Tribune
Contradicting the recent
statements of union leader
Donald Fehr, the Major
League Baseball Players
Associr'ion has begun taking p: iuninary steps toward
what could be a second season-endir g strike in the last
nine year
Gene Grza, associate
general counsel of the
union, confirmed a lack of
movement in labor talks has
prompted the union to consider the best time to strike.
"You never want to have
to discuss it, but you have
obligations to consider that
contingency," Orza told The
New York Times. "It's in the
very formative stages. We
haven't mentioned a day or
date but we have to start
considering strike dates. "...
I But I nothing would make us
happier than to ... have a
deal."
In an interview at the
union office last Friday, Fehr
indicated players were not
yet moving toward a possible strike.
"All I can say about that
is we haven't considered setting a strike date yet, we
haven't talked about it, we
hope we never have to," he
said.
Fehr apparently delivered another message
Tuesday when he met with a
group of player agents. Talk
about setting a strike date,
though not surprising, still
disappointed owners.
"For them to rattle their
strike-date cage is frankl)
disappointing and, in my
view, counterproductive,"

said Bob DuPuy, Major
League Baseball's chief operating officer. "We didn't put
proposals on the table
designed to provoke a wort
stoppage. There's no salary
cap.... We put proposals on
the table that were designed
to allow bargaining to an
agreement."
In 1994 the union went
on strike Aug. 12, hoping
owners would give in to save
the postseason. When Bud
Selig, then chairman of baseball's executive committee,
held management together,
the playoffs were canceled
Sept. 14.
Many believe the union
will follow that same formula in an attempt to get owners to back off demands to
create a 50 percent lax on
all payrolls in excess of S98
million while increasing revenue sharing from 20 percent to 50 percent. Union
sources have told the
Tribune, however, that players could walk as late as the
final week of the season this
year.
In 1994, players
forfeited seven weeks of
paychecks without gaining
any concession from owners.
With the average salary at
almost S2.4 million, to risk
that much of the season
could cost the average player nearly S700,000. Texas
shortstop Alex Rodriguez,
baseball's highest paid player, would stand to lose
about S6 million if players
went on strike in midAugust.
The sides are scheduled
to resume talks May 23 but
it could be mid-June before
they meet.

Raider Profile

Lance Links
Senior, BaseM, First Bate
Dayton, OHI Wayne H.S.
Birthday: February
22, 1980
Major: Biology
Why you chose
WSU: The baseballprogram
Why you chose
y o u r n u m b e r : "I've
h a d it f o r a while.
W h e n I g o t [to W S U ] I
s t o l e it f r o m K e v i n
Kuntz."
Favorite sport
besides baseball:
Basketball
Favorite baseball
player: BeanLinks
Favorite athlete:
Jose Canseco
Favorite sports
team: Blue Jays
Favorite Stadium:
Nischwitz Stadium
Favorite actor:

"X-Roads" continued
passion and dedication are
all featured in the game.
Basketball will never be
meaningless to those who
love it. But the thought of
what it could be compared
to what it is becoming is
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Four people you'd
invite to dinner:
"Mom, Dad, my
brothers and Alissa
Armbruster."
)
thing," warns Garfinkle.
"It's destroying a great
sport."

Great Job Opportunities?!
Hiiln9StuiUnnPwt Thn»MO¥f»ndM-THmDuftng

Summer

tftMti

R o u t e D e l i v e r y & Packaging Positions

FOR THE THRILL OF YOUR LIFE
AT
...

•

something for everyone
involved in the game to look
at.
"They better do some-

Pet p e e v e : "Baby
talk to animals."
Most memorable
m o m e n t in b a s e ball: " A n y t i m e I hit a
far homer."
Most embarrassing
moment: "When I
strike out more than
t h r e e t i m e s in one
game."
Part of y o u r g a m e
that needs improvement: Consistency
B e s t p a r t of y o u r
game: Power
Where do you see
y o u r s e l f in t e n
years: "Happily married with kids."

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY!!
We offer 10-40* hours/week

The Guardian
Now H i r i n g

John Travolta
Favorite actress:
Kelly Ripa
Favorite Movie:
Beats t re et
Favorite TV show:
The Osbournes
Favorite musician:
Michael Jackson
Favorite song:
" K n o c k i n ' t h e Boots'"
by H - t o w n
Last C D p u r c h a s e d :
An old R e d Hot Chilli
Peppers album
Favorite food:
Mom's gumbo
Favorite drink: Coke
Favorite restaurant:
Red Lobster
Favorite ice c r e a m
flavor: Pralines and
Cream
Hobbies: Biking and
watching TV

WSU Students Special!
13,000 Ft. Tandem Skydive
Cc'l 937-572-0700 to
make your reservation today!
www.skydiveohio.com
Discount offered Moii.-l ri. -.\1u\t bring WSl! \tutltiW I.II

$6.50-$10.00/Hour

1-800-283-5511
Located Here in Dayton, Just
Minutes from Campus!!

We Also Have Facilities in Other Cities. Call Us!

No Experience Necessary. Irainin one facility during and work in another during I
summer break. Wc oflcr Schedule Flexibility. Start training NOW.

Schedule an Interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend !
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At the heart of WSU Golf
Spam Writer
Fred Jefferson finds few
things more satisfying than
coaching the sport he loves
l o s t . Just finishing his 16th
season as golf coach at
Wright State, Jefferson has
turned the Raider golf program into one of the region's
elite.
As a player, Jefferson
didn't start playing golf until
after high school and didn't
play for a college. I lis game
progressed wel! as an amateur and he established himself as a pretty strong player
locally. Jefferson finished as
high as second in the city
tournament He also finished
18th, a personal best, in the
state amateur tournament,
along with a plethora of
other tournament victories.
Jefferson came into the
program in 1984 when
Wright State athletics were at
a Division II level. In only his
third year, Jefferson coached
his first team that qualified
fo a national championship
and placed 11th. Three years

later in 1990, Jefferson look
his first NCAA Division I
team to a national
'oionship tournamei
took the 2000 squii'
NCAA West Kegiona
of winning the MCC
Championship.
Other recent confe rence
championships on
Jefferson's
resume
include the "90
and '97 titles.
Jefferson also
boasts MCC
Coach of the Year honors in
'93, '96, '97 and '00.
Aside from his achievements, Jefferson's desire to
mentor goes beyond awards
and honors. "I have a passion for the sport and try to
pass along as much as 1 can
to the young players. It |golf|
is something they also have
a passion for."
A golden example that
Jefferson's coaching prowess
can be foui.d today on the
PGA Tour-golfing pro Frank
Lickliter. Under the tutelage
of Jefferson, Lickliter
became the first Wright State

indiv idual to qualify individually to the NCAA Division I
tournament (1989) and
become a PGA Tour pro.
Other successes of
Jefferson's instruction
include 1980 NCAA Division
II qualifier John Trough and
most recently, 2002 Horizon
Player of the Year
John Schones and AllLeague standout Jesse
Ilutc hins.
Jefferson's
instruction with
younger college athletes also seems to
revive his youth. "When you
stay around young people, it
keeps you young," he said.
As a player and fan of
the game himself, Jefferson,
like many others, finds
leisure and challenge in golf.
In a game where frustrations
and inconsistencies flourish,
Jefferson is no stranger to
the perplex mystique of the
game. "It's Igolfl always
changing. It never seems like
you have the game mastered.
You can play a great round
one day and come back the
next day and it just humbles
you beyond belief," he said.

"Baseball" continued
Raiders jumped out ahead
early, scoring four runs in
the first inning. In the game
Links was one for two with a
homerun.
Game four of the series
was a pitching duel, as both
starters threw for I 5 combined strike-outs. For the
Raiders, Stephens pitched a
complete game giving up
only two runs off of five hits
while striking out eight. The
only runs of the game came
in the sixth giving the
Vikings their 2-0 victory.
" The loss on Sunday cost us
the fifth place finish. I really
expected the players to step
up and do something, but it
did not happen," said head
coach Ron Nischwitz.
"We expected to finish

35-20, and we had a good
enough team and pitching
was good enough. We just
didn't hit and play good
enough in the being of the
season. We can still make
this a successful season by
winning the conference,"
said Nischwitz.
The Raiders (20-32, 9-14
III.) will face Detroit on May
22 at 1 p.m. in a single elimination game to decide who
advances to the conference.
The game will be at the
Northern Ohio Complex in
(lev eland.
II the Raiders win they
will face the University of
Illinois-Chicago for the first
round of the Horizon
League. The first game will
start at 3:30 p.m. at Jacob's
Field in Clev eland.

B e h i n d the n u m b e r s at The Guardian:
N u m b e r of...
...Complaints ,rom last w e e k ' s issue:
...Complaints about the Sports section:
...WSU t e a m s that are actually still playing:
...Guardians it takes to s o a k up o n e
spilled beer:
...Olympic g o l d medalists c o a c h i n g at W S U :
...estimated cat activists w h o protest
Editor-in-Chief's cat c h a s i n g (in thousands):
...Guardian e m p l o y e e s w h o s a w Star Wars
more t h a n o n c e :
...yearly goals accomplished by staff out of 60:

Isn't it lime for some new wheels?
Go on you deserve it!

Take advantage o l already great manufacturer incentives.
Plus, White-Allen will pay y o u r first payment...
graduation gift from us to you.

J

Audi Assured

648 N. S p r i n g b o r o Pike
M l a m l s b u r g , O H 45449
p h o n e 291-6000

Call t o d a y f o r d e t a i l s !
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Classifieds
Fralerni '°s # Sororities
Clubs v Student Groups
Earn $1000-52000 with the
easy Campu -fundraiscr.com
three hour land raising
event. Does not involve
credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiscr.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit

$14.15 base-appt. guaranteed starting pay.
Fun work environment
with other students. 10-40
hours/week around classes/other job. Co-ops/
Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemarketing, no door-to-door
sales. No experience necessary , we train. Must have
positive attitude and good
people skills.
www.workforstudents.com

Call Monday-Friday, 11-6,
937-436-3580
Wanted Webcam
Broadcaster.
Like those seen on voyeur
sites. Paid Weekly. Choose
own hours. No Fees. Earn
S25 + Hourly. Start
Immediately.
1-885-657-2294
http://buzzcams.net
Dependable Care Provider
Needed for 13 & 11 yr. old
girls in my Centerville/
Washington Township
home. Jun-Aug. Typical
hours 8:30am- 5:30pm.
Needcare on Thursdays &
Fridays. Additional days
and months available, if
desired. Must have own
car. Benefits: Good pay,
low maintainance girls,
neighborhood poolaccess.
Call 885-4877

BABYSITTER WANTED for
the summer, possibly next
fall. Have a toddler and
infant, home in
Beavcrcrcek close to WSH.
Experience and references,
please. Call Heidi Menke at
431-5363.

•'•ron Woods - Walk to
-2-hr unit and omit available for l-iill
eserve now. No
apjj.iv ion fee. Office at
1396 Cimarron. (937) 320-

Wulking distance to WSU,
2 br OFF Campus Forest
Lane. 937-879-5184
1992 Taurus. Runs Great.
No Rust. SI800 or make
offer. 937- 898- 1825

Abortion thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test. 1401
E. Stroop Road. 293-3917.
www.womensmedcenter.com

See now rent for 20022003, apartments available
August 1! University of
Dayton-MVH
Neighborhood. Three, two
and one bedrooms available. Quiet neighborhood,
Central air, Washer &
Dryer Hook ups, Central
parking lot, close to route
35. Cheaper than the
dorms and campus housing. Contact Merrill 3695339

Please help me get out of
my lease. I'm getting married, 1 bedroom, 1 bath,
unfurnished apartment
located at Steeple Chase
Apartment Complex in
Centerville. S500/ month,
including water. Please call
428-3304.

Wouldn't your
ad look g r e a t
here?

GRAN RIO MEXICAN RESTAURANT
49 E. Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.
878-0500

$2 OFF LUNCH
$3 OFF DINNER

Purchase of S5.95 or more.
Not_valid_with.anj_other discounts oi_spccials.

(stmish ( l o o k i n g !
"Antique Capital of the Midwest"
loeated at
230 North View U.S. Rt. 42
Waynesvillc, OH 45068
Mon-Sat 7 a.m- 8 p.m.

GO MDERS!

Every lipstivt tract las
ilffiereitklttifwlatfiiis.
How do you like
your wings? Mid?
Medium? Molten

Tlb-WI

lava? Witfi 12
signature wing
sauces U> choose
from, you're sure w
find or#- that's just
riqN for you

COOL STUFF
WANTED:

Plato's Closet is a cool, new retail store in Dayton that buys and
sells gently used, brand name teen apparel, shoes and accessories for both girls and guys such as Abercrombie & Fitch. GAP,
Tommy Hilfiger, Polo. Old Navy, Express, J. Crew. Nike, FUBU.
Sell us your cool clothing, outerwear, shoes, CD's and get paid
on the spot for all items accepted! Clothing must be in good
condition and current style. No appointment! Check us out!

PLAT@S
CLOSET

Beavercreek

EicnWctacsfeyl

Offer expires May 30th 2002

Centerville

101 E. Alex Bell Rd
2476 Commons Blvd
In Cross Pointe Ctntei
off N. Fairfield next to Golden Corral
937-312-9321
!):!7-4_>7-52.M
Store hours: Monday-Saturday 10 am to K pm Sunday i • pit!
Or MsH us .11 htlp.

i TKBESTKALMTIWK!
$.MLces
ffltCcKrclf.tit-ms

\v\%v..|>l,mm li>s<'t.uini
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El DIABLO LOUNGE
& Club DNA
0 ">* DOWNTOWN DAYTON 331-9096
www eldiablolounye com

FREE admission 18 & up
with Military/College I.D.
Every Thurs. (Free Pool)
& Fri. Nights (Top 40 Dance)

Magazine*.

(in-nt

Radiani

HIKIII*. M a p *

&

Guloclavc

I'MII lloolts N e x t l ) < » r

\V. MAIN ST. FAIRBORN
879*4444

A

•Original
•

Sterilization

'four

of

•

Course

Own

Safe
•Pripac?

Cloailable

2981966

i www.tattotech.com
any tattoo or piercing ]

PLAY FREE

(937) 274-8689

or

rrccljanil

S p o r t s , News a n d F e a t u r e w r i t e r s
Copy E d i t o r
Assistant Production Editor

Field Pass O n l y S10.00

7750 Wildcat Rd
QJ7-237-7070
www .iTOpamthall com

Expires 8/1/02

Design:

Viuslom

Now H i r i n g

Shine. *Wc *tati open pluv c\cry Sal Ac Sun al I (lam till 5j>m.
Pro Shop hours: I ne-Sun I0am-6pm
•All day Rental Package- includes:
/ - > _ ! , , a-rjrr\r\
- New Tippman Market
V-Tlly 3><£O.UU

Original North Location
Only
@ 4430 N, Main (Rt. 48) in
Forest Park Plaza

2* I S o c l ? P i o r c i n g

The Guardian

I (79) P A I N T B A I . L
Fields * Rentals * Sales * Service

With this coupon and
one paid admission.

Colors

TATTOO TECH

~*Ca now io buck your corporate outings on p n \ a i c parlies. Wc have everything from
C a m o gear to hydrou stint: ( (>•> A High presssurc refills. *(»pen year rouml. Rain or

New J T Faccmaak
- All the C O you need and 200 PaimhjIH

w

News-Reader'
BOOKSTORE

1 A

1 1 O O S

BODY P1IHONG
A M D .JEWELRY

767-7 I44
15 C L E N ST. Y E 1 A O W
sr-KiNtis

U

C£!AMS, W1lfGS
SQfRIMP 91 WD
OYS'ftE'R -ROAST'S

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
WAITRESS, HOSTESS. AND KITCHEN POSITIONS

(937) 434-9464
(937) 434-0293 Fax

453 Miamisburg-Centerville Rd.
Dayton, OH 45459

WSU PHARMACY
-" Located in the l o b b y of the Frederick White Center**

Reasons Why WSU PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharmacy You'll Ever Need:
- We stock many of the popular over the counter remedies, usually in their
gerleric forms.
-Our supplier is Cardinal Distribution in Columbus, Ohio.
-We reccive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy. We can order a wide range of
medical supplies, such as bathroom safety. braces and supports, cervical
support, diabetes care, hosiery, incontinence urologicals, ostomy, wound
management, and other areas as well.
-We give a 10 percent discount to seniors (age 60 and over) and
WSU students.
-We accept checks, MasterCard. VISA, and Discover cards.
-The average wait for your prescriptions is under 10 minutes

and often r.ve minutes.

-We now accept the Wright One Card.

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30 pm

r

Also l o c a t e d i n F r e d W h i t e :

Internal Medicine: x4580
Student Health: x2552
W e n d y McGonical, N u r s e P r a c t i t i o n e r a n d

&

www.wright.edu/admin/fredwhite/pharmacy/

